ATTACHMENT D
VENDOR PROFILE SUMMARY
(Experience and Qualifications)
VENDOR REQUIREMENT
Experience Installing The Proposed DGS In Other Companies
Vendor Name:

1. Descriptions of at least two (2) projects completed that demonstrate expertise in the
installation, configuration, and implementation of the same DGS that the vendor is
proposing in this bid.
Project #1:
Company Name:

Company Reference Contact:

Reference Contact Phone Number:

Company Address:

Beginning Date of Installation: (Month/Year)

Ending Date of Installation: (Month/Year)

Explain how this reference meets the requirement that the vendor has installed, configured, and implemented the same
DGS that the vendor is proposing in this bid:

Description of size of the DGS installed (Size of user community, number of administrators, size of batch runs, etc.):

Project #2:
Company Name:

Company Reference Contact:

Reference Contact Phone Number:

Company Address:

Beginning Date of Installation: (Month/Year)

Ending Date of Installation: (Month/Year)

Explain how this reference meets the requirement that the vendor has installed, configured, and implemented the same
DGS that the vendor is proposing in this bid:

Description of size of the DGS installed (Size of user community, number of administrators, size of batch runs, etc.):

Note: The vendor may add as many Vendor Experience Sections (numbered consecutively) necessary to reply to this
experience requirement.
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Ohio Department of Job and Family Services

SETS Initiative

BUSINESS REQUIREMENTS
PURPOSE
The purpose of this initiative is to develop a document generation system for the purpose of generating
county specific or state-mandated documents that can include real-time data from Ohio’s child support
enforcement tracking system (SETS). In addition, state and county staff would have the ability to create
and/or make modifications to document templates. This will assist in the management of data and
activities that county and state staff complete on a daily basis.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Currently counties have to manually type SETS data elements on to county-designed documents, or statemandated forms that are either out-dated, or not available through the system. This is very timeconsuming and increases the potential for errors since the data is being manually retyped into documents.
In addition, when state-mandated forms need to be changed, the Office of Child Support (OCS) must rely
on the Office of Information Services (OIS) to make the changes, including text-only changes. As a
result, often forms do not get updated in a timely fashion, or are too costly to update which results in
forms that are out of compliance with federal and state regulations and forces county workers to generate
them on their own.
OBJECTIVES
 Allow OCS to create and update state-mandated forms and publications that can be populated
real-time with SETS data without the reliance of OIS.
 Allow County staff to develop their own county-designed documents that can be populated realtime with SETS data.
 Reduce IT support costs by allowing state and county users to create/modify document templates
on their own.
 Reduce labor costs related to manually adding SETS data to documents prior to issuance.
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TERMINOLOGY
 “Document” will be used when the requirement is general to any document that is created
including a Form, Publication, or County-designed Document.
 “Form” means, in accordance with IPP 4301 (attached), a specialized state-created document that
is used to convey information and/or contains one or more fields for the capture and/or display of
variable data. All forms are assigned a unique JFS number.
 “Publication” means, in accordance with IPP 4301, any electronic or hard copy material used to
market or convey program information about ODJFS and its services.
 “County-designed document” means, any document designed and maintained according to
county standards by county staff.
 “County template author” for the purpose of this document refers to the users at each of the 88
county CSEAs who will have the authorization to create new or modify existing county-designed
document templates.
 “State template author” for the purpose of this document refers to the users at the state who will
have the authorization to create new or modify existing state forms or publications.
 “Document user” for the purpose of this document means, the county or state users who will be
able to select and generate documents from a list of approved templates.
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FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE SYSTEM
Document Generation System
The Document Generation System (DGS) must be able to accommodate any documents that need to
be created by either state or county users. The child support structure in Ohio is state-supervised,
county administered. There are 88 counties in Ohio, each with their own child support
enforcement agency (CSEA). Currently there is a total of 3607 SETS users that at any given time,
may be generating forms through this product. In 2007, an average of 189,660 JFS forms was
issued monthly. In 2008, the average monthly figure was 181,345. This is in addition to an average
of 4.5 million notices generated annually through batch. This figure does not include the forms that
counties have created and have been issuing manually from their desktop that will also be added to
the DGS. The requirements below list desired features of the DGS.
1. The Document Generation System (DGS) shall include the following features:
1.1. The ability to produce high-volume, on-demand and batched documents.
1.2. The DGS must be able to interface with Ohio’s mainframe child support system known as the
“Support Enforcement Tracking System” (SETS).
1.3. The ability for documents to generate at any of the following locations:
1.3.1. The state Office of Child Support (Columbus) real time (immediate print).
1.3.2. At each of the 88 county Child Support Enforcement Agencies real time (immediate
print).
1.3.3. DAS Fulfillment Service Center (for mass mailings) in batch. Batch document requests
can be requested through the SETS mainframe system or through the DGS.
1.4. The ability to generate a document from the DGS by the following methods:
1.4.1. The user entering the DGS to select a document to generate.
1.4.2. Based on an action the user completed in SETS (or other interfaced data source) that
prompts a required document to be completed and generated.

1.5. Allow for state and county users to create user roles/profiles to determine what features of the
DGS assigned users shall be able to use or view.
1.5.1. This shall include the ability to mask/redact data elements from identified users/roles.
1.5.2. The system must be accessible in the document view mode by internal state and county
users using standard protocols such as HTTP/HTTPS on the internal ODJFS network.
The state realizes that users functioning as administrators and/or document authors may
need to have an application installed on their desktops. The web part of the application
must function using Microsoft Internet Explorer and/or Mozilla Firefox browsers.
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1.5.3. The system must allow OCS and County users to independently develop and maintain the
document templates.
1.5.4. ODJFS desires the system to have 24 hour availability outside normal scheduled system
maintenance windows.
1.5.5. The system must have backup capability on a daily basis. If ODJFS backup tools are used,
the ODJFS standard tool is Tivoli Storage Manager v5.5 Enterprise Edition.
1.5.6. ODJFS requires Real-Time system response to non-batch document generation.
1.5.7. The vendor shall demonstrate that the system will complete/process all simple transactions
within sub-second response times and all other transactions within 3 – 5 seconds. A data
entry screen is defined as a simple transaction; assembling a document with retrieved
data could be a medium or complex transaction based on the complexity of the form.
These transactions assume that data is available from SETS System.
1.5.8. The vendor shall demonstrate that the system will render a response when the data is
uploaded from an external file as rapidly as possible.
1.5.9. Throughput capacity
1.5.10.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system can handle a total of about 4000 users (state
and county users).

1.5.11.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, record locking, and
redundancy to allow for an average volume of 200 concurrent DGS users.
1.5.12.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, record locking, and
redundancy to allow for an average volume of 15 concurrent DGS administrators.
1.5.13.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, record locking, and
redundancy to allow for creation of an average volume of 25,000 documents per hour
during batch processing of documents. Data extraction time is not included in this
calculation.
1.6.

The system should have the ability to handle online (OLTP) transactions and batch
transactions in parallel. Batch transactions should have a lower priority to allow for
continuous real-time availability to print individual documents during normal work
hours.

1.7.

Control of on-line batch processing by the counties should also be prioritized so on-line
document processing has preference.

1.8.

ODJFS anticipates the OCS staff levels using the DGS will be 100 administrators, 100
document developers, and 4,000 total users, which includes the administrators and
document developers. Approximately 80% of the administrators will also be document
developers.
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Template Design
The Document Generation System (DGS) must have flexible features allowing for multiple formats
and layouts. State JFS forms have a standard format design that must be used for all forms.
However, county-designed documents as well as other state-wide publications do not have the same
rigidity and other templates may be preferred.
2. The DGS shall include the ability to create document template designs.
2.1. Multiple users shall be able to design document templates including:
2.1.1. Designated state users
2.1.2. Designated county users
2.1.2.1. Each county (88 total) shall be able to design their own county-designed document
templates.
2.1.2.2. Counties shall have the ability to share templates (with other counties) with
authorization from the county who created the template.
2.2. Document templates shall be able to be created from any of the following options:
2.2.1. A new document template, created within the DGS
2.2.1.1. This shall include the ability to build template fragments
2.2.1.1.1.

Each fragment shall be able to be used in different document templates to
achieve standardization from one template to the next. (For example, a
template author may want to create a header and/or footer that will be used
for any document templates created in their county. Or they may have a
standard opening/closing paragraph that would be used in multiple
templates).

2.2.1.1.2.

The template author shall be able to see all document templates that share
common template fragments. (This will allow the user to determine the
impact of making a change to a template fragment, and all templates that
would be impacted by the change).

2.2.2. By importing existing documents (text and images) into a document template.
2.2.2.1. This shall include the ability to convert documents created in Microsoft Word 2007
into a document template with the original formatting preserved.
2.2.2.2. Once text and/or images are imported, the user shall be able to modify the document
template.
2.2.2.3. The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has auto-recovery/auto-save
mechanism during template creation.

2.3. Design features of the DGS template shall include:
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2.3.1. If the template design tool is not Microsoft Word based, the proposed DGS should have
the same formatting flexibility provided by Microsoft Word.
2.3.2. Document creation allowing the insertion of graphic text elements.
2.3.2.1. If a document is created in multiple languages, the document user shall be able to
select which language the document will issue in.
2.3.3. Spell and grammar check ability.
2.3.4. Option to create single-sided or double-sided documents.
2.3.5. Various font style and size options including the ability to:
2.3.5.1. Italicize
2.3.5.2. Underline
2.3.5.3. Make text bold.
2.3.5.4. Times New Roman font at least 8 point and larger
2.3.5.5. The ability to modify top and bottom margins
2.3.6. Ability to create documents in color.
2.3.6.1. Any document created in color shall have the option of printing in color or black and
white.
Note: Documents designated to be printed in batch at the DAS fulfillment center can only print in black
and white.
2.3.7. The ability to maintain space at the top (header) and bottom (footer) of a page for
information to be inserted that is separate from the body of the document.
2.3.7.1. This shall include the ability to support multiple headers and footers within the same
document.
2.3.7.2. The template author shall have the option of repeating header/footer information on
each page of the template, or creating separate headers/footers for each page.
2.3.7.3. The template author shall have the option of including page numbering in a
header/footer.
2.3.7.3.1.

If this option is selected, each document more than one page in length shall
always display “Page X of Y” in the designated header/footer location, where
X represents the present page number and Y represents the total number of
pages of the form.

2.3.8. The template author shall be able to include general mathematical equations including:
2.3.8.1. Adding/subtracting/multiplying/dividing fields into a results field.
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2.3.8.2. Calculating percentages
2.3.8.3. Rounding
2.3.8.3.1.

Monetary amounts shall be truncated after three decimals and then rounded
to the second decimal.

2.3.9. The ability to create tables and merge and resize cells within a table.
2.3.10.The ability to create fields where a data element from a designated interfaced data source
shall go.
2.3.10.1. The template author shall select from a list of data elements that are available to be
pulled real-time from a data source and populated onto the document.
2.3.10.1.1. This shall include the ability to add data element fields into the header/footer
of documents.
2.3.10.1.2. Additional data sources and data elements shall be able to be added to the
DGS as needed once in production.
2.3.11.The ability to create fill-in fields where the document user shall be required to enter data
(that is not available from an interfaced data source).
2.3.11.1. The template author shall be required to enter a description of what data the
document user is required to enter.
2.3.11.2. The template author shall be required to indicate if there are any restrictions on the
length of the text entered by the document user.
2.3.12.The ability to create conditional check boxes that the document user is required to
complete if applicable.
2.3.13.The template author shall be able to create an electronic signature that can be entered onto
a document in a designated signature location.
2.3.14.The ability to create mailing addresses suited on the document so that a window envelope
may be used and so that no other identifying information is visible.
2.3.14.1. The DGS shall allow for both right and left situated mailing addresses.
2.3.15.The template author shall be able to identify documents that generate to more than one
party.
2.3.15.1. Once the parties have been identified, the template author shall only be required to
create the template once, rather than creating a separate template for each party the
document should be issued to.
2.3.16.The template author shall be able to identify rules that will allow for identified documents
to be bundled together for completion.
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2.3.16.1. Once the documents are identified (when the template is created), the document
user shall be driven through all of the necessary documents that need to be
completed prior to issuance.
2.3.17.The template author shall be able to identify where the document shall print.
2.3.17.1. State template authors shall be able to select from the following print location
options:
2.3.17.1.1. The state Office of Child Support (Columbus, Ohio)
2.3.17.1.2. DAS Fulfillment Service Center – Columbus, Ohio (for mass mailings and
batched documents)
2.3.17.1.3. At the county child support enforcement agency. (88 County Offices – Local
Printing)
2.3.17.2. County template authors shall only be able to designate documents to print at their
local child support enforcement agency.
2.3.18.The ability to save a draft template prior to completion.
2.3.18.1. This shall include allowing for multiple draft versions of the same document.
2.3.19.The ability to preview a template using test data.
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Template Review/Approval Process
3. The DGS shall include an approval process for a newly created template or changes made to an
existing template prior to publication.
3.1. Any designated reviewers/approvers shall be able to add comments to the template being
reviewed.
3.2. Any designated reviewers shall be able to make changes to the template.
3.2.1. Any changes made shall be tracked (before and after comparison) so that the template
creator knows what the recommended changes are to the template.
3.3. All document templates shall display the template status such as:
3.3.1. “Draft”
3.3.2. “Submitted for review”
3.3.3. “Submitted for approval”
3.3.4. “Approved”
Note: The approval process must include testing the template and the data that will be imported onto the
template with OIS.
3.4. The template author shall be able to update document templates as needed.
3.4.1. All document templates shall be versioned in order to maintain, for audit purposes, a
history of the changes made and by whom they were made.
3.4.1.1. The template author can create their own versioning system, or
3.4.1.1.1.

A county template author shall not be able to include “JFS” in their template
versioning.

3.4.1.1.2.

The DGS shall include a county identifier to allow two or more counties to
use the same versioning process while preventing duplication of version
numbers.

3.4.1.2. The DGS shall assign a unique number to each template created, along with
subsequent revisions to the document if the template author did not designate their
own versioning.
3.4.1.3. Designated users shall be able to view any previous versions of a document template.
3.5. The DGS should have an auto-recovery capability for documents in-process.

3.6. Once a document is approved, the template author shall be able to designate an effective date for
when the document shall be available (published) for use.
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3.6.1. Any prior version of the document template shall not be available for the document user to
use upon the effective date of the new version.
3.6.2. If the effective date of the template is the current date, and another version of the same
document template was in use during that day prior to the template revision, then the
DGS shall be able to show which version of the document template was issued for a
particular case.
3.6.3. Two versions of the same template shall not be effective on the same date.
3.7. The approval process shall include a workflow system that puts the template in the assigned
reviewer/approver’s cue to work.
3.7.1. A reviewer/approver shall be able to view all outstanding templates currently assigned to
them to review/approve.
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Document Generation
The requirements below list the desired process for generating a document once a county or state
template author has created templates that have been approved for use.
4. The DGS shall include the ability to generate an approved document by the following methods:
4.1. The user entering the DGS to select a published document to generate on demand.
4.2. Based on an action the user completed in SETS (or other interfaced data source) that prompts a
required document to be completed and generated on demand.
4.3. Based on an action the user completed in SETS (or other interfaced data source) that prompts a
required document to be completed and generated in batch.
5. If a user enters the DGS to generate a document on-demand, the following process shall occur:
5.1. Published documents shall display for the document user to select from.
5.1.1. County-designed documents shall display separate from state forms and publications for
the document user to select from.
5.1.1.1. State forms designated with a JFS number shall displayed in ascending numeric
order.
5.1.1.1.1.

The state template author shall be able to identify which state forms will be
accessible for county use.

5.1.1.2. State publications shall display in ascending alphabetical order.
5.1.1.2.1.

The state template author shall be able to identify which state publications
will be accessible for county use.

5.1.1.3. County-designed documents shall display in ascending alphabetical order.
5.1.1.3.1.

The document templates created by the county shall only be accessible to the
specific county that created the template unless the template was authorized
for shared use with additional counties.

5.1.1.3.2.

State users shall be able to view county-designed documents published for
each county

5.1.1.4. The document user shall be able to create a quick list of documents that they
commonly use to select from.
5.1.1.4.1.

5.1.2.

This list may include both county-designed documents and state created
forms and publications.

Once a document is selected, the following steps shall be completed:

5.1.2.1. If the document selected includes case specific data from SETS, the document user
shall be prompted to enter the SETS case ID.
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If there are multiple order numbers for the SETS case ID, the document user
shall be required to select the applicable order number.

5.1.2.1.1.1. The document user shall also have the option of uploading multiple
case/order numbers into the DGS from an approved file type so that a
document can be created for multiple cases at the same time.
Note: A restriction may need to be added on how many cases/orders can be uploaded or at what time of
day the documents can generate in this circumstance so that other pending print jobs will not be
delayed.
5.1.2.1.2.

Once the appropriate SETS case ID and order number have been identified,
the document shall automatically pull real-time data from the interfaced data
source that relates to the case-specific fields on the document.

5.1.2.2. The document user shall then be required to enter any data identified on the template
to be completed by the document user.
5.1.2.3. Once all system and document user-required data elements have been completed, the
document user shall be able to generate the form.
6. If a document is required to be generated on-demand based on an action the user completed in SETS
(or other interfaced data source) the following process shall occur:
6.1. The user shall be driven directly to the published document in the DGS that the user is required
to generate immediately after the user completes the action in SETS (or other interfaced data
source) that prompts the document to generate.
6.1.1. The document shall populate real-time the case-specific fields with data from the
case/order that the user was on that prompted the document to generate.
6.2. The document user shall then be required to enter any data identified on the template to be
completed by the document user.
6.3. Once all system and document user-required data elements have been completed, the document
user shall be able to generate the form.
6.4. During normal working hours, documents generated on-demand will be given a higher priority
than any batch jobs in process.
7. If a document is required to generate based on an action the user completed in SETS (or other
interfaced data source) that prompts a required document to be completed and generated in batch the
following shall occur:
7.1. The user should not be required to complete any data on the document.
7.2. The document shall populate real-time the case-specific fields with data from the case/order that
the document is scheduled to generate for.
7.3. The document shall be scheduled to print in batch.
7.3.1.
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Document Issuance
8. The document user shall have multiple options for issuance including:
8.1. Printing
8.1.1. Each time a state-mandated form is printed, a record of printing shall be recorded in
SETS. This shall include state-mandated forms generated: (This requirement requires an
extensive DGS to SETS communication messaging.)
8.1.1.1. Real Time (This SETS logging may not be required for Real Time printing in the
county offices.)
8.1.1.2. In Batch
8.1.1.3. This shall include recording the information on all applicable screens, archives, and
continue any alerts processing for any JFS forms printed.
8.2. Faxing – The state would like the capability to produce fax outputs.
8.3. E-mailing – The state would like the capability to produce e-mail outputs.
8.4. Texting – The state would like the capability to produce cell phone text outputs.
8.5. The state or county template author may designate restrictions on document templates on the
method(s) of issuance.
8.6. All documents shall be able to be saved as a PDF document that will maintain original
formatting of documents created in the DGS once converted to PDF.
9. All documents not generated in batch shall be able to be previewed before generation.
10. The document user shall be able to finalize any document not generated in batch at a later date (work
in progress) including all saved data entry.
10.1. The document user shall be able to pull up a list of any documents that are currently identified
as “work in progress” that need completed before they can be generated.
11. The user shall have the ability to barcode any documents created for routing and tracking information
that allows for the following functionality:
11.1. Recognition and routing of documents without human intervention.
11.2. Recognition and routing of documents (outgoing - individual barcode labels).
11.3. Recognition and routing of returned documents (incoming that can be scanned and assigned to
the appropriate case).
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ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS
12. Usability
12.1. Accessibility
12.1.1.The general view of the system should be accessible by internal state and county users
using standard protocols such as HTTP/HTTPS. The system must be an intranet
application hosted within ODJFS network. ODJFS realizes that Administrative and
Template Design functions may require software residing on the user’s desktop PC.
12.1.2.The system should function as a standard web page so that full functionality is available
and is accessed through a standard internet browser software with the a minimum of:
Microsoft Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox as client browser options.
12.1.3.The system must conform the Americans with Disabilities Act requirements.
Federal ADA standards are available at
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getcfr.cgi?YEAR=current&TITLE=36&PART=1194&SECTION=22&SUBPART=&TYPE
=TEXT
12.2. Operability
12.2.1. The system must allow OCS and County users to independently develop and maintain the
document templates. Vendor shall provide user documentation to demonstrate the ease of
use of the system.
12.3. Aesthetics
The system should allow for the branding of pages using the ODJFS logo.
13. Reliability
13.1. Availability
13.1.1.The system must have 24 x7 availability outside of the scheduled maintenance window.
13.1.2.The system must have backup functionality to support 24 x 7 system recovery.
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13.2. Recoverability
13.2.1.The vendor shall create and execute a backup and recovery plan to enable nightly backup
using existing ODJFS backup tools and standards.

14. Performance
14.1. Online/Real-time Response Time
14.1.1.All simple transactions must not exceed sub-second response time; all other transactions
must not exceed 3 seconds. A data entry screen is defined as a simple transaction;
assembling a document with retrieved data could be a medium or complex transaction
based on the complexity of the form. These transactions assume that data is available
from SETS System.
14.1.2.The system must return a response when the data is uploaded from an external file as
rapidly as possible, but not to exceed 1 second per 100 Kb of data.
14.2. Throughput/Capacity
14.2.1.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system can handle a total of about 4000 users and
county users).
14.2.2.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, record locking, and
redundancy to allow for an average volume of 100 concurrent DGS users.
The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, record locking, and
redundancy to allow for an average volume of 15 concurrent DGS administrators.
14.2.3.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, record locking, and
redundancy to allow for creation of an average volume of 25,000 documents per hour
during batch processing of documents. Data extraction time is not included in this
calculation.
14.3. Concurrency
14.3.1.The system should be sized to handle online (OLTP) transactions and batch transactions in
parallel with batch transactions given a lower priority during normal work hours to
ensure real-time responses for online transactions.
14.4. Recovery Time
14.4.1.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has auto-recovery/auto-save mechanism
during template creation.
14.4.2.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has a recovery mechanism when interfacing
with other systems such as SETS & DAS Fulfillment Service Center.
14.5. System Start-up time and Shutdown time
14.5.1.The vendor must provide system start up and shut down scripts.
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14.5.2.The document generation system server must start up in 15 minutes or less.
15. Supportability
15.1. Audit ability
15.1.1.The vendor shall demonstrate that the system has sufficient design, security, record
retention, and logging capability to allow for a complete audit trail capture and reporting
for every security event. This security event log must capture the following data at
minimum: user ID, time\date, logon to and logoff from the system, attempted logins,
failed logins, user maintenance)
15.2. Localizability
15.2.1.The system must support the ability to display and print documents using graphic inserts
which communicate in languages other than English.
15.3. Maintainability/Upgradeability
15.3.1.The overall design and implementation of this application and system must use standard
conventions, understandable to any user.
15.3.2.The system must be based on technology and platforms available and approved in ODJFS.
15.3.3.The custom code modules in the system must use ODJFS approved coding standards.
15.4. Scalability
15.4.1.The system must have a mechanism to handle potential future growth. The vendor shall
provide documentation relating to horizontal and vertical growth of the system. Although
not a part of this project, ODJFS desires the ability to add other large scale systems
similar to SETS to the Document Management System in the future. The Vendor should
detail how the system can be up-scaled to double its capacity for the addition of another
large system Interface.
16. Interfaces
16.1. Support Enforcement Tracking System (SETS)
16.1.1.The system must interface with SETS to retrieve case/order information in standard XML
format.
16.1.2.The system must have the ability to send triggers to SETS System.
16.1.3.The system must have the ability to receive triggers from SETS System.
16.2. DAS Fulfillment Service Center
16.2.1.The system must interface with DAS Fulfillment Service Center for batch mailings of
documents.

4/4/2011
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16.2.2.The system must receive data from DAS Fulfillment Service Center for print confirmation
and update SETS system accordingly.
16.2.3.The system should comply with Office of Information Technology (OIT) Policy for DAS
Fulfillment Service Center.
16.2.4.The system must have the ability to embed fonts within the assembled document prior to
printing.
16.2.5.The system must have the ability to output documents in PDF and AFP formats for the
Print Shop interface
.
16.3. FileNet Content Engine
16.3.1.The system must store all generated documents (state and county) in FileNet Content
Engine.
16.3.2.The format for storing the final documents created is PDF and/or PDF/A.
16.4. Novell e-Directory
16.4.1.The system should utilize Novell e-Directory (LDAP) for authentication and high level
authorization into the system.
16.5. Enterprise Audit Logging Application (DESIRED FEATURE)

17. System Security Design
17.1. Provisioning and Authentication
17.1.1.State and county users should be authenticated against the ODJFS Novell e-Directory
(LDAP). The user ids in e-Directory are re-used when an employee leaves. All user
passwords must be masked.
17.1.2.The system should enable the system administrator to configure the number of minutes the
system may remain idle before timing out (session expiration or forcing a logoff from the
system).
17.1.3.The system should time out (session expiration) if there is no activity for a number of
minutes greater than that set by a state administrator.
17.1.4.The system should have a capability to integrate into a web portal.
17.1.4.1. The vendor should provide documentation covering how a there DGS would
integrate with a portal.
17.1.5.There shall be a single entry point into the system. All bookmarks will be redirected to this
single entry point.
17.2. Authorization
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17.2.1.The system should manage authorizations using application resources (application
database).
17.2.2.The application resources should be used to authorize both state and county users.
17.2.3.The system security should be role based with roles defining the read, write, update, and
approve rights for each component and function of the system. The users would then be
assigned to one or multiple roles.
17.2.4.The system should be able to function at a minimum the following roles: System
Administrator; State Administrator, State User, Local Agency Administrator, Local
Agency User.
17.2.5.The system should allow state users access to all data across service locations and entity
types.
17.2.6.The system should be able to add, edit, and delete security roles as well as customize
security on a field and page level basis
17.3. Implementation
17.3.1.The system should incorporate standard security protocols that encrypt all information in
transit.
18. System Administration
18.1. System Security
18.1.1.The system security must have identity management features that grant access based on a
unique user ID and password to all users.
18.1.2.The system security must be role based with roles defining the read, write, update, and
approve rights for each component and function of the system. The users would then be
assigned to one or multiple roles.
18.1.3.The system should be able to function at a minimum the following roles: System
Administrator, Help Desk Administrator, State Administrator, State User, Local Agency
Administrator, and Local Agency User.
18.1.4.The system should be able to add, edit, and delete security roles as well as customize
security on a field and page level basis.
18.1.5.The system must provide an appropriate level of security to prevent unauthorized access
from internal locations.
18.1.6.The system should allow for optional separation of system authority for the individual
functional areas. This separation of authority will require that the user that approves the
data to be a different user than the one that last modified the data.
18.1.7.The system should employ a layered approach to protecting data.
19. Implementation
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19.1. Environment and Specifications
19.1.1.The system must be built, tested, and hosted on ODJFS infrastructure.
19.1.2.The vendor must produce and maintain an Architectural Component Procurement Plan
which details all hardware and software required for the Development and Production
environments. This document must identify the detailed specifics (e.g., components, size,
configurations, quantities, etc.) of all hardware and software components that will be
required for these environments.
19.1.3.In addition, it must identify the dates each component will be in operational status. JFS
requires a minimum of 90 day lead time from the contract start date for component
purchases. All projected hardware/software order and availability dates must be reflected
in the project plan at the completion of this document. Any hardware/software
procurement plan changes must also be reflected in the project plan as it is updated.
19.2. Development
19.2.1.The vendor shall ensure that ODJFS development and operations staff will receive training
and support in the use of all system components.
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19.3. Testing and Deployment
19.3.1.The vendor shall test all system functionality including interfaces. System testing must
occur in the production environment.
19.3.2.The vendor shall provide a system test plan that includes, at minimum, the following: - Test scenarios developed with ODJFS assistance;
- Test scenarios to requirements traceability matrix developed with ODJFS assistance;
- A definition of the scope of the tests, which must include regression testing and load
testing. The vendor shall demonstrate how the system test will fully test the system's
functions, features, and performance;
- A listing of the inputs to the test, the steps and procedures in the testing process,
timelines, and the expected results;
- A description of vendor and state staff roles and responsibilities during testing;
- A description of the defect identification and resolution processes to be executed during
the system test.
19.3.3.The vendor shall provide a System Test Results document, which must include all system
test results and system recommendation. The document must enable the State to validate
that the test has been successfully executed in accordance with the approved system test
plan.
19.3.4.The vendor shall support user acceptance testing (UAT) to verify the full functionality and
technical usability of the system; including testing the interfaces and system accessibility.
19.3.5.The vendor shall provide a user acceptance test plan that includes, at minimum, the same
elements as specified for the system test plan in item 21.4.2 above.
19.3.6.The vendor shall ensure that system testing and load testing support the use of Mercury
Quick Test Pro and Mercury Load Runner
19.4. Standards Compliance
19.4.1.Federal ADA standards are available at
http://frwebgate.access.gpo.gov/cgi-bin/getcfr.cgi?YEAR=current&TITLE=36&PART=1194&SECTION=22&SUBPART=&TYP
E=TEXT
19.5. Training / Documentation
19.5.1.The vendor shall develop training plans for state and county staff, and a curriculum for
each role.
19.5.2.The vendor shall ensure that training occurs prior to implementation in production.
19.5.3.The vendor shall provide training materials, including, but not limited to classroom, Webbased online tutorials and electronic documentation (e-documentation).
19.5.4.The vendor shall provide training to state and county DGS System users. State and county
training must be role-based and structured to support all security levels within the system.
19.5.5. Training should based on a Train-the-Trainer model.
4/4/2011
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19.5.6.The vendor shall provide training in system administration, system features and system
interoperability, process and operations, template development, business process
development and modification, reporting, security, system tutorials, and system
navigation.
19.5.7.In addition to the training documentation, the vendor shall provide the following
documentation: User job aids or quick start guide, detailed system requirements,
architecture document, deployment guide, production support and maintenance manual,
and a business continuity plan.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1 – T EMPLATE DESIGN FLOW

APPENDIX 2 – REVIEW/APPROVAL PROCESS
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APPENDIX 3 – DOCUMENT G ENERATION
3.

Document Generation

The user entering the DGS to select a
published document to generate on
demand
( 1)

Document Generation
(4)

( 3)

The DGS allows users to generate documents once
the template author has created templates that
have been approved for use by one of the following
three methods:

The user entering the DGS to select a
published document to generate on
demand

(2)
Based on an action the
user completed in SETS
(or other interfaced data
source) that prompts a
required document to be
completed and generated
in batch

Select
Full Document list
or
Quick Document List
(commonly used)

User is driven directly
to published document
in DGS that needs
generated based on
action completed in
SETS

DGS pulls data in batch
from state system
including case number

DGS pulls data
in batch from
state system for
the case #’s
user uploaded
into DGS

Display published
documents approved
for user

Based on an action the user completed in
SETS (or other interfaced data source) that
prompts a required document to be
completed and generated on demand

DGS pulls data
real time from
state system
including case
number

NOTE: All State forms and
many county forms must be
printed and mailed until
statutory requirements on
methods of issuance is
revised to include electronic
methods of issuance.

User enters required
fields based on template
designer’s requirements

User enters the case( s)
numbers to generate the
form

User
Selects
Form

DGS pulls data
real time from
state system

User Selects
Issuance Options
available for the document
Generated (pre- set by
template
designer)

Print

No Complete Address

DGS checks for
complete address
of parties
(Address line 1,
city, state, zip)

Fax

Complete Address

Document issued to
appropriate case
participant(s )

Document will not
generate unless
there is a complete
address
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ATTACHMENT G

Proposed Solution Functionality Narrative
The Vendor is required to complete this Vendor Proposed Solution Functionality Detail questionnaire to facilitate
ODJFS’ ability to identify the functionality of the proposed DGS and score the Vendor’s proposal: Failure to complete
this questionnaire will result in the Vendor being eliminated from consideration for this RLB: This questionnaire
contains basic questions covering the functionality of the vendor’s system as they relate to the ODJFS Business and
Systems Requirements (Attachment F of the RLB): The Vendor is encouraged to expand on these basic questions as they
relate to their system to provide ODJFS with all of the functionality and capabilities of their system to the ODJFS RLB
scoring team:

(Each section of this questionnaire can be expanded as necessary to allow for the Vendor’s full response:)
Vendor’s Name:
DGS System Name:

Section 1 – Basic System Functionality:
1. Detail the functionality of your DGS as they relate to the requirements outlined in Functional Requirements Section
of the ODJFS Business and Architectural Requirements document:

2.

Explain how your DGS supports document design, creation and production from multiple state-wide locations:

3.

Explain the administrative functionality of the system with emphasis on roles, their assignment, and management:

4.

Explain how the document fields can be masked based on the user’s role:

5.

Explain in detail the web interface capabilities of the system:

6.

Explain how your profiles work within your DGS:

7.

Explain how profile values in your DGS can be passed as parameters through the XML to SETS interface:

8.

Explain how document templates are maintained:

9.

Explain the system’s real-time response times when in the online document generation mode:

10. Explain how your DGS interfaces with the gateway to the mainframe system and any other relational database:
11. Explain how your DGS interfaces with FileNet:
12. Explain how your DGS is sized to meet the ODJFS requirements: (response times, batch processing capacity, etc.)
13. Explain how your system’s workflow can be customized and modified and workflow flexibility:
14. Explain your system’s concurrency as it relates to ODJFS requirements:
15. Explain your system’s batch processing capability as it relates to ODJFS requirements:
16. Explain how your system handles on-line and batch document generation in parallel giving priority to on-line
processing:
17. Explain your DGS workflow process in detail including review and approval in multiple locations:
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18. Explain how the workflow can be customized and modified: (Detail flexibility, customization/modification process,
etc.)

Section 2 – Template Design:
1. Explain how the system allows multi-user template design:
2.

Detail the system’s template versioning process and how it will allow template generation from multiple locations
without duplication:

3.

Detail the core word processing functionality of your system: (Flexibility, formatting, imbedded fonts, etc:)

4.

Explain how your DGS makes template design easy:

5.

If your system does not utilize Microsoft Word as the word processing tool for template design, explain how it
provides the same formatting flexibility that Word provides:

6.

Explain how your system imports existing templates (documents):

7.

Explain how graphics images of text (foreign language graphic images) can be imported into a document:

8.

Explain your system’s spell checking functionality:

9.

Explain how your DGS handles bar coding: (Flexibility of location on page, limitations, etc:)

10. Explain how your system permits field fill-in when data is not available from data source (explain):
11. Explain how your system supports printing from multiple locations (see ODJFS requirements):
12. Explain how your DGS supports template testing using test data:

Section 3 – Template Review/Approval Process:
1. Detail your system’s template design workflow and approval process:
2.

Explain how central OCS users will be able to segregate their templates from county templates:

3.

Explain your template numbering methodology:

Section 4 – Document Generation:
1. Explain in detail the system’s document generation functionality:
2.

Explain the system’s on-line document generation functionality in detail:

3.

Explain the system’s batch document generation functionality in detail:

4.

Explain how county (remote) generated batch jobs will be printed at the county location:

5.

Explain how the DGS will interface with SETS to acquire mainframe data:

6.

Explain the on-line document print functionality:

7.

Detail the document formats your DGS generates: (PDF, TIFF, etc.)
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Section 5 – General System Details:
1. Explain the DGS warranty coverage (items covered, length of coverage, etc.):
2.

Explain how your DGS would integrate with a portal:

3.

Explain how your DGS will integrate with the ODJFS Novell e-Directory (LDAP):

4.

Explain your DGS security features in detail:

5.

Explain your DGS backup procedures in detail:

6.

Explain your DGS recovery process as it relates to interfaced systems:

7.

Explain your DGS audit trail capabilities in detail:

8.

Explain your DGS time-out functionality after periods of user inactivity:

9.

Explain any DGS on-line reference/training guides:

Section 6 – Additional Vendor DGS Value Points: (Vendors may use this section to identify and explain any additional features
of their DGS for the benefit of the ODJFS scoring team.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
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Attachment H
Proposed Hardware/Software Specification Detail Template
(For ODJFS Purchase)
(Detail below all required hardware/software necessary to operate the DGS Environments specified in the ODJFS Document Generation System (DGS) RLB.)

Development Environment:
1. Check appropriate box to
the right to indicate type of
hardware.
2. Add rows and columns as
needed to identify all
required
hardware/software.
Hardware (IBM pSeries/HP Intel)

Purpose #1: ______________
Web Server
Application server
Database Server
Other (Explain):

Purpose #2: ________________
Web Server
Application server
Database Server
Other (Explain):

Number of CPU Cores Per Server
(Include minimum processor
speed)
Memory Per Server
Disk Space Per Server
Can it be Virtualized? (Yes/No)
Quantity
Operating System Required
(AIX/Microsoft/SUSE Linux)
List Any Additional Supporting
Software Needed: (Expend rows as
needed)
1.
2.
3.

Detailed Explanation:
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Purpose #3: ________________
Web Server
Application server
Database Server
Other (Explain):

Attachment H
Production Environment:
3. Check appropriate
box to the right to
indicate type of
hardware.
4. Add rows and
columns as needed to
identify all required
hardware/software.

Purpose #1: ______________
Web Server
Application server
Database Server
Other (Explain):

Purpose #2: ________________
Web Server
Application server
Database Server
Other (Explain):

Hardware (IBM pSeries/HP Intel)
Number of CPU Cores Per Server
(Include minimum processor
speed)
Memory Per Server
Disk Space Per Server
Can it be Virtualized? (Yes/No)
Quantity
Operating System Required
(AIX/Microsoft/SUSE Linux)
List Any Additional Supporting
Software Needed: (Expend rows as
needed)
4.
5.
6.

Detailed Explanation:
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Purpose #3: ________________
Web Server
Application server
Database Server
Other (Explain):

Attachment I

Sample Template #1
<CSEA Name>County CSEA
<CSEA Address 1>
<CSEA Address 2>
<CSEA City, State, ZIP>

Telephone Number:
Toll Free Number:
Fax Number:

<CSEA Local phone #>
<CSEA 800 #>
<CSEA Fax #>

<Obligor Name (NCP) (SSP)>
<Obligor Address 1>
<Obligor Address 2>
<Obligor City, State, ZIP>

Date:
Obligee Name:

<Print Date>
<Obligee Name (CP) (CTR) (SSR)>

Case Number: <Case #>
Order Number: <Order #>

ADDENDUM TO A WITHHOLDING ORDER
This notice was issued in accordance with section 3121.036 of the Revised Code, which requires an additional notice be
issued to you each time an income withholding order has been issued. If you have any changes to report, please complete
the second page of the form to the child support enforcement agency (CSEA) named above. You are required to provide
written notification of any of the following:
1.

Any change in your income source and of the availability of any other sources of income that can be the subject of
withholding or deduction.

2.

The nature of any new employment or income source and the name, business address, and telephone number of the
new employer or income source.

3.

Any change in the status of an account from which support is being deducted or the opening of a new account with
any financial institution, of the commencement of employment, including self-employment, or of the availability of
any other sources of income that can be the subject of withholding or deduction.

4.

The nature of any new account opened at a financial institution and the name and business address of that financial
institution.

5.

Any other information reasonably required by the court or child support enforcement agency.

On commencement of employment, you may request that the court or CSEA cancel its deduction notice to a financial
institution and instead issue a withholding notice to your employer to collect support amounts. On commencement of
employment, the court or CSEA may cancel its deduction notice to a financial institution and instead issue a withholding
notice to your employer to collect support amounts.
In accordance with section 3121.99 of the Ohio Revised Code, if you fail to comply with the reporting requirements listed
above, you can be fined not more than fifty dollars for a first offense, not more than one hundred dollars for a second
offense, and not more than five hundred dollars for each subsequent offense.
As an obligor, you are responsible for payment of support between the effective date of the support order and the date
income withholding or deduction is initiated.
JFS 04048 (Rev. 11/2009)
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If you have any information to report to the CSEA, complete the next page and return the form to:
<CSEA Name>County CSEA
<CSEA Address 1>
<CSEA Address 2>
<CSEA City, State, ZIP>

JFS 04048 (Rev. 11/2009)

Page 2 of 3

<CSEA Name>County CSEA

OBLIGOR NOTIFICATION

Case Number:

<Case #>

1.

I am no longer employed effective :

2.

I have applied for or receive unemployment benefits of $_________________________ per __________________________.

3.

I have a new employer:
Name of Employer
Employer/Payroll Address
Employer/Payroll City, State ZIP
Employer/Payroll Phone Number

My rate of pay is $ ________________
Health insurance is available:
4.

Weekly

Yes

Bi-Weekly

Twice a Month

Monthly

No

I am self-employed.
Type of Business
Name of Financial Institution for Income Deduction
Account Type and Account Number
Financial Institution Address
Financial Institution City, State ZIP

5.

I receive

Social Security Disability

SSI benefits in the amount of: $ _________________ per _________________

6.

I receive Workers Compensation benefits in the amount of: $ _____________________ per _____________________

7.

I have funds on deposit in a financial institution:
Name of Financial Institution for Income Deduction
Account Type and Account Number
Financial Institution Address
Financial Institution City, State ZIP

8.

I receive retirement benefits in the amount of: $ _____________________ per _____________________
Source of Benefits
Address
City, State ZIP

9.

I have acquired or expect to receive one or more of the following (lottery winnings, lump sum payments, inheritances,
insurance settlements, etc.):
Source of Payment
Payor Address
Payor City, State and ZIP

Signature

Date
JFS 04048 (Rev. 11/2009)
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Attachment J

DGS SETS Data Dictionary

Proposed DGS Field
Identifier
<CSEA Name>

Field Definition
The complete name of the CSEA.

Interface Control Field
Name
use "Franklin"

<CSEA Address 1>

The address line 1 of the CSEA.

use "4200 E Fifth Ave"

<CSEA Address 2>

The address line 2 of the CSEA.

use "Suite R256"

<CSEA City, State, Zip>

The city, state and zip code of the CSEA.

<CSEA Local Phone #>

The local telephone number including area
code of the CSEA.

use "Columbus, Ohio, 432191851"
use "614-466-0978"

County Contact
Information
County Contact
Information

<CSEA 800 #>

The toll free telephone number of the CSEA. use "1-800-345-6789"

<CSEA Fax #>

The fax number including area code of the
CSEA.

Obligor Information

<Obligor Name>

The first, middle, and last names of the
obligor.
Note: Obligor is defined as the NCP and/or
SSP associated with the case/order entered
by the user. Each time a document
template is created, the creator will need to
establish to whom the document can be
issued to which can include both or either of
the two obligor types.

JIT-025
JIT-026
JIT-027

Obligor Information

Obligor Name <NCP>

JIT-025
JIT-026
JIT-027

Obligor Information

Obligor Name <SSP>

The non-custodial parent (NCP) on the
case. For SETS, this can either be the
absent parent father (APF) or absent parent
mother (APM) of the case.
The payor of spousal support on a spousalsupport only case.

Obligor Information
Obligor Information
Obligor Information

<Obligor Address 1>
<Obligor Address 2>
<Obligor City, State, Zip>

The address line 1 of the obligor.
The address line 2 of the obligor.
The city, state and zip code of the obligor.

General Document
Information

<Print Date>

The date that the document is generated.

Obligee Information

<Obligee Name>

The first and last names of the obligee.
Note: Obligee is defined as the CP, CTR,
CTA and/or SSR associated with the
case/order entered by the user. Each time a
document template is created, the creator
will need to establish to whom the document
can be issued, which can include all or any
combination of the above four obligee types.

DGS Field Category
County Contact
Information
County Contact
Information
County Contact
Information
County Contact
Information
County Contact
Information

use "614-387-3456"

JIT-025
JIT-026
JIT-027
use "4444 High Street"
use "Apartment 3G/65"
use "Worthington, Ohio,
43234"
JIT-003
JIT-018
JIT-019
JIT-020

Attachment J

DGS SETS Data Dictionary

Obligee Information

Obligee <CP>

The custodial parent of the case. For SETS,
this can either be the custodial parent father
(CPF) or custodial parent mother (CPM) of
the case.

JIT-018
JIT-019
JIT-020

Obligee Information

Obligee <CTR>

The caretaker (CTR) of the children on the
case other than a parent. .

Obligee Information

Obligee <CTA>

The caretaker agency (CTA) who has
temporary or permanent custody of the
children on the case.

JIT-018
JIT-019
JIT-020
JIT-022

Obligee Information

Obligee <SSR>

The spousal support recipient (SSR) on a
spousal-support only case.

JIT-018
JIT-019
JIT-020

Case Information

<Case #>

The system assigned ten digit number
identifying a SETS case.

JIT-007

Order Information

<Order #>

Indicates court or administrative order
number associated with the SETS case
number entered by the user.

12 character alphanumeric
field, build as JD<Case #>.
Use "JD7015679971"

DGS Solutions
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1.

Overview
This ICD describes the Interface File details file sent from SETS to DGS.

1.1.

Legend of Codes
The table below lists the codes used in this document.
Code

Description

A

alphabetic, A – Z, blank

N

numeric, 0 -1

SN

Number, with sign encoded as an
overpunch character in rightmost digit.
Right justified with leading zeroes.

A/N

alpha-numeric, A-Z, blank and 0-9

FCS

full character set, A – Z, blank, 0 - 9,
and all special characters

DATE

Date (CCYYMMDD)

M

Money – number of pennies, implied
decimal, right justified

2.

Transmission of the Interface File Details File
SETS sends a file each day containing new Interface File case details.

2.1.

Physical Interface Summary

Interface Summary Table
Item

Interface Data Title

Interface Data

1.

Interface Identification #

ICD DGS001

2.

Origination File Name

IMS Transaction Code QIQ023

3.

Destination File Name

TBD

4.

System Source

SETS

5.

System Destination

DGS

6.

Data Description

Interface File - cases and balances established by SETS

7.

Primary Data Transfer
Method

XML

8.

Secondary Data
Transfer

XML

9.

Timing Requirements

Upon Request

10.

File Format

Variable Length Record Format

11.

Server Name

TBD

12.

Origination Directory
Location

TBD

13.

Destination Directory
Location

TBD
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2.2.

Unique Keys
N/A

2.3.

Record Formats

2.3.1

Interface File Detail Record

ID

Field Description

Data
Type

Max
Field
Size

Start End M/O/C

Data
Element ID

Comments

Case Information
Record Type
Date Extracted
Case Status
Requested Data Text
Responder’s Name
Interstate Case ID
Requested Case Number
Requester’s Name
Responding Case Number

N
D
A
AN
A/N
AN
AN
AN
N

2
8
1

1
3
11

2
10
11

C
M
M

9 12
40 21
15 61
15 76
40 91
15 131

20
60
75
90
130
145

M
M
M
M
M
M

JIT-003
JIT-004

JIT-007
JIT-008

00
CCYYMMDD
O - Open
C - Closed
FINANCIAL
OHIO
Sets interstate case ID
SETS Case number
DGS
SETS Case Number

Case Participants
The case participant data contains information for up to 20 participants, participant type determines data.
1 Participant type
A
2 1
2
M
AF=Absent Parent Father
AM=Absent Parent Mother
CH=Child
CF=Custodial Parent Father
CM=Custodial Parent Mother
CA=Caretaker Agency
CR=Caretaker
NP=Non Participating Person
PF=Putative Parent Father
PM=Putative Parent Mother
SP=Spousal Support Payor
SR=Spousal Support Recipient
1 Participant type
2 Participant last name

A
A/N

2
15

1
3

2
17

M
O

JIT-013

3 Participant first name

A/N

15

18

32

O

JIT-012

CH=Child
Last Name
Not always used, see description of
participant number
First Name

4
5
6
7

A/N
N
N
A

15
8
9
1

33
48
56
65

47
55
64
65

O
O
M
M

JIT-014
JIT-010
JIT-015
JIT-011

Middle Name
Date of Birth
Participant’s Social Security Number
Family Violence, value Y or N

A

2

1

2

M

2 Participant last name
3 Participant first name

A/N
A/N

15
15

3
18

17
32

O
O

JIT-019
JIT-018

CF=Custodial Parent Father
CM=Custodial Parent Mother
CR=Caretaker
SR=Spousal Support Recipient
CA=Caretaker Agency
Last Name, blank if CA
First Name

4
5
6
7

A/N
N
N
A

15
8
9
1

33
48
56
65

47
55
64
65

O
O
M
M

JIT-020
JIT-016
JIT-021
JIT-017

Middle Name
Date of Birth
Participant’s Social Security Number
Family Violence, value Y or N

Participant middle name
Participant DOB
Participant SSN
Family Violence Indicator

1 Participant type

Participant middle name
Participant DOB
Participant SSN
Family Violence Indicator
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ID

Field Description

Data
Type

8 Responsible party name

A/N

1 Participant type

Max Start End M/O/C
Data
Comments
Field
Element ID
Size
40 66 105
O
JIT-022 Third party name if Type is CA

A

2

1

2

M

2 Participant last name

A/N

15

3

17

O

JIT-026

3 Participant first name

A/N

15

18

32

O

JIT-025

AF=Absent Parent Father
AM=Absent Parent Mother
PF=Putative Parent Father
PM=Putative Parent Mother
SP=Spousal Support Payor
Last Name
Not always used, see description of
participant number
First Name

4
5
6
7

A/N
N
N
A

15
8
9
1

33
48
56
65

47
55
64
65

O
O
M
M

JIT-027
JIT-023
JIT-028
JIT-024

Middle Name
Date of Birth
Participant’s Social Security Number
Family Violence, value Y or N

Participant middle name
Participant DOB
Participant SSN
Family Violence Indicator

Financial Data
1 Record Type
2 Index count

N
N

2
3

1
3

2
5

M
M

3 Financial Record Type

A/N

1

6

6

M

4 Transaction Date
5 Transaction Amount

D
SN

8
13

7
15

14
27

M
M

6 Payment Source
7 Recipient Type

A/N
A/N

3
1

28
31

30
31

O
O

8 Disbursement Number
9 Recipient Name

N
A/N

15
40

32
47

46
86

M
M

3 Financial Record Type

A/N

1

6

6

M

4 Transaction Date
5 Transaction Amount

D
SN

8
13

7
15

14
27

M
M
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Number of financial transactions,
zero to 400 occurrences
D = Disbursement data
JIT-038
JIT-037

CCYYMMDD
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
Either the amount received on a payment
or the amount disbursed on a
disbursement
Spaces
Spaces

JIT-039
JIT-040

Check , EFT, eDisbursement Number
The name of the party (person,
organization, or state) to whom the
disbursement funds were sent
P = Payment data

JIT-053
JIT-052

CCYYMMDD
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
Either the amount received on a payment
or the amount disbursed on a
disbursement
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ID

Field Description

Data
Type

Max Start End M/O/C
Data
Comments
Field
Element ID
Size
3 28
30
M
JIT-054 Source of Payment , valid values are:
• "FTO" – 'IRS Tax Intercept' – IRS Tax
intercept (or Federal tax refund offset or
federal tax offset)
• "UBI" – 'Unemployment' – Unemployment
benefit insurance intercept
• "WCI” – 'Workers Comp' – Workers’
compensation benefit intercept
• “STO” – 'State Tax Intercept' – State tax
intercept or State tax refund offset
• “AEI” – 'AEI' – Administrative
Enforcement of Interstate cases
• “NDP” – 'NCP Direct Payment' –
Received directly from the Non-Custodial
Parent
• “NIW” – 'Income Withholding' – NonCustodial Parent garnishment (or wage
assignment or income withholding)
• “FAO” – 'Administrative Offset' –
Administrative offset
• “IFC” – 'IRS Collection' – IRS full
collection process
• “FID” – 'FIDM' – Financial Institution Data
Match levy
• “PDC” – 'Passport Denial' – Passport
denial collection
• “OTH” – 'Other'
56 31
86
O
spaces

6 Payment Source

A/N

7 Filler

AN

1 Record Type
2 Current Support Obligation

N
SN

2
13

1
3

2
15

M
M

JIT-050

3 Current Arrears Obligation

SN

13

16

28

M

JIT-048

4 Other Obligation Amount

SN

13

29

41

M

JIT-049

5 Total Current Obligation

SN

13

42

54

M

JIT-051

Monthly Obligation Data
set to 00
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The amount of monthly support obligation
(including spousal, child, cash medical) not
including arrears.
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The amount of arrears to be paid monthly
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The sum of all monthly obligations other
than monthly ordered amount for support
and monthly arrears, such as fees and
interest
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The total amount of the current monthly
obligation required from the obligor. The
sum of:
Obligation Arrears Monthly Amount,
Obligation Other Monthly Amount, and
Obligation Support Monthly Amount.

Account Balance Data
1 Record Type

N

2
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ID

Field Description

Data
Type

Max Start End M/O/C
Data
Comments
Field
Element ID
Size
13 3
15
M
JIT-029 S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The total unpaid support obligation for past
periods owed by a parent who is obligated
to pay as of the Case Information Extracted
Date. The arrears Balance Amount is the
sum of all arrears (assigned and nonassigned, judgment and non-judgment)
that have accrued on the case. It does not
include the Interest Owed Balance Amount
and the NCP Fees Balance Amount, or
unmet current support
13 16
28
M
JIT-031 S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The total amount of unpaid interest as of
the Case Information Extracted Date.
13 29
41
M
JIT-033 S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The total of the unpaid fees charged to the
NCP (e.g., legal, blood tests, filing) as of
the Case Information Extracted Date. This
does not include fees charged to the CP
13 42
54
M
JIT-034 S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The total amount required from the obligor
to make the case account current (paying
off all balances and paying the unpaid
current monthly support obligation amount)
as of the Case Information Extracted Date.
This is the sum of:
Arrears Balance Amount,
Interest Owed Balance Amount,
NCP Fees Balance Amount, and
unpaid Obligation Total Monthly Amount
13 55
67
M
JIT-030 S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The total amount of unpaid arrears
assigned for the period of time the
Custodial Party (CP/obligee) received
public assistance in the state providing the
information as of the Case Information
Extracted Date.
13 68
80
M
JIT-032 S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The sum of all amounts of arrears recorded
to a legal obligation to pay past-due
support.

2 Arrears Balance Amount

SN

3 Interest Owed Balance
Amount

SN

4 NCP Fees Balance Amount

SN

5 Total Owed Amount

SN

4 Assigned Arrears Amount

SN

5 Judgment Amount

SN

1 Record Type
2 Last Payment Amount

N
SN

2
13

1
3

2
15

M
M

JIT-046

Date of Last Payment

D

8

16

23

M

JIT-047

N
A/N

3
9

Last Payment Data
will be set to 00
S9(11)v99 – 2 position implied decimal
The last payment amount that was
received that satisfies all or a portion of a
specific monthly obligation or reduces the
total arrears on this case
The date on which the last payment was
received that satisfied all or a portion of a
specific monthly obligation or reduces the
total arrears on this case.

Error Reply Data
1 Error Number
2 Error Level
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ID

Field Description

Error Text

Data
Type
A/N

Max Start End M/O/C
Data
Comments
Field
Element ID
Size
49 13
61
NO-ERRORS
Value spaces'
'405FATAL PARTICIPANT NOT FOUND
'406FATAL NO CASE INFO FOR THIS
CASE
'404FATAL DATA ERROR FOUND
'405NON-FATAL CASE DATA NOT
FOUND
'405NON-FATAL COULD NOT ACCESS
DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL'.
'404FATAL SELECTED CASE IS
CONFIDENTIAL
'.
'404NON-FATAL FAMILY VIOLENCE
FOUND
'999NON-FATAL INPUT DATA IS
INCOMPLETE
'.
'200NO ERROR – REQUESTED DATA
FOUND
'201NO ERROR – REQUESTED DATA
FOUND

3.
Overpunch codes
Field format SN corresponds to COBOL format PIC S9. When translated to ASCII, these fields
use an overpunch character in the least significant digit to encode both a digit and the sign of the
entire number.
The table below translates the overpunch character found in the file to a decimal value.
Character in file
{
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Numeric value
+0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9
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1.

Overview
This ICD describes the Case Request details file sent from DGS to SETS.

1.1.

Legend of Codes
The table below lists the codes used in this document.
Code

Description

A

alphabetic, A – Z, blank

N

numeric, 0 -1

SN

Number, with sign encoded as an
overpunch character in rightmost digit.
Right justified with leading zeroes.

A/N

alpha-numeric, A-Z, blank and 0-9

FCS

full character set, A – Z, blank, 0 - 9,
and all special characters

DATE

Date (CCYYMMDD)

M

Money – number of pennies, implied
decimal, right justified

2.

Transmission of the Case Request Details File
Upon receipt of a Case Request record SETS will acquire and return the requested data.

2.1.

Physical Interface Summary

Interface Summary Table
Item

Interface Data Title

Interface Data

1.

Interface Identification #

ICD DGS23G

2.

Origination File Name

TBD

3.

Destination File Name

TBD

4.

System Source

DGS

5.

System Destination

SETS

6.

Data Description

Case Request data and balances from SETS

7.

Primary Data Transfer
Method

XML

8.

Secondary Data
Transfer

XML

9.

Timing Requirements

Daily

10.

File Format

Fixed Length Record Format

11.

Server Name

TBD

12.

Origination Directory
Location

TBD

13.

Destination Directory
Location

TBD
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2.2.

Unique Keys
Case Number

2.3.

Record Formats

2.3.1

Case Request Detail Record

ID

Field Description

Data
Type

1 Record Type
2 Request ed Transaction
Code
3 Filler

N
AN

4
5
6
7

Requested Case Number
Requestor Name
Filler
Beginning date of search

8 Ending date of search

Max Start End M/O/C Valid
Field
Range
Size
2 1
2
M
00
8 3
10
M
IQQA

A

55

Comments

11

65

M

Spaces

AN
AN
AN
D

15 66
40 81
15 121
8 136

80
120
135
143

M
M
M
O

D

8 144

151

O

SETS Case Number
Name of Requestor “ DGS”
Spaces
If not supplied the search is limited to current
year, Beginning date is current date minus one
year
If not supplied, the ending date is one year
from beginning date

9
10

3.
Overpunch codes
Field format SN corresponds to COBOL format PIC S9. When translated to ASCII, these fields
use an overpunch character in the least significant digit to encode both a digit and the sign of the
entire number.
The table below translates the overpunch character found in the file to a decimal value.
Character in file
{
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

Numeric value
+0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9
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FileNet Interface Specifications
Index Item Name

FileNet Document
Case Number

Third Party Number

Name

SSN

Form / Notice Number
Print Date

Filenet Index Items

Data
Dictionary
ID
DGS
Document
1.000

Item Description

Blob field

A 15-character alphanumeric field,
allowing all characters except asterisk
and backslash, and with all characters
in uppercase. DCL-04-42
4.300
Represents the name of the
organization that is the Custodial Party
in a case.
4.100, 6.000, 15-character string. Letters A-Z or
8.000
spaces. No special characters, except
hyphen, or embedded spaces.
20-character string. Letters A-Z or
spaces. No special characters, except
hyphen, or embedded spaces.
15-character string. Letters A-Z or
spaces. No special characters, except
hyphen, or embedded spaces.
4.108, 6.008, A Social Security number, or SSN, is a
37.008
nine-digit number assigned to an
individual to identify his or her record
of earnings in employment or selfemployment covered by Social
Security.
The JFS form or notice number.
Generally JFS99999; ie JFS04048.
51.220
The date the information was
extracted from the source system. A
source system is defined as the Child
Support System used by the state to
handle child support cases; other
systems, files or databases, such as

Attachment M

FileNet Interface Specifications

County Name
Worker ID

3.001

staging areas, data warehouses, etc.,
are no
Name of County Child Support Agency
Novell user id

Attachment N

ODJFS Technical Standards
1 Guiding Principles






Application software components must be developed for reusability.
SETS DGS System must be adaptable, extensible, and scalable
Security and privacy must be integrated throughout SETS DGS
SETS DGS System must use industry standard interoperability mechanisms
SETS DGS System must be based on technology that is current and proven

2 Technical System requirements
2.1 General Application Architecture
SETS DGS System must meet the following requirements:
Req #
Requirement
Use Component / Layer Based Architecture
3.1.1
3.1.1.1
Solution must be based on an n-tier component based application architecture
3.1.1.2
Solution must be built using component based frameworks

2.2 System Documents
Listed below are minimum set of Documentation that must be provided by the vendor for SETS
DGS System. These are in addition to any other documentation that may be mentioned as a part
of the DGS Business Requirements.
Req #
1.6.1
1.6.1.1
1.6.1.2
1.6.2
1.6.2.1
1.6.2.2
1.6.2.3
1.6.2.4
1.6.2.5
1.6.2.6
1.6.2.7
1.6.2.8
1.6.3
1.6.3.1
1.6.3.2
1.6.3.3
1.6.3.4
1.6.3.5

Requirement
Requirement Documents
Requirements management plan
Change management plan
Design Documents
Process Model Diagrams
System Design Specifications
Logical and Physical Data Model
Data Dictionary
Technical Architecture
Capacity Plan
Network Architecture Diagram /Schematics /Guide
Hardware Configuration Diagram /Schematics /Guide
Implementation and Support documents
Operations Manual
Desktop Guide
Training Plan
Training Guide
Security Plan

1.6.3.6
1.6.3.7
1.6.3.8
1.6.3.9
1.6.3.10
1.6.3.11

Implementation Plan
Post implementation Support plan
Disaster recovery plan
Back up plan
Transition & Staffing plan
Configuration Management Plan

3 Technologies & Standards
The ODJFS currently operates its computer system in compliance with many technology and
operational standards. These standards originate from internal development, industry best
practices and governmental mandates. All applications provided by the Vendor should operate in
compliance with these standards and practices.
The following set of tables depicts (from a technical perspective) the State’s preferred
technologies and standards, and the technical items ODJFS currently supports or may support in
the near future. It is implied that preferred technologies and standards refer to the latest General
Availability (for which end-of-support has not been announced) and platform/Vendor
certified/supported versions of the corresponding products. ODJFS requires the deployment and
maintenance of current software versions within six (6) months of announced General
Availability.

Attached to this Supplement are ODJFS and/or State of Ohio standards and best practices
related to the identified preferred solutions in each category. Should the Vendor propose
alternate solutions, the Vendor must include in their Response business and technical
justifications for proposing the alternatives.
Domain
Platform

Category
Operating System

Server Hardware
MiddleWare

Information

Database

Tool/Technology
IBM AIX
Microsoft Windows
SUSE Linux
AIX Virtualization
VmWare
IBM p Series
HP Intel Servers
Webshpere Application Server
Websphere Portal Server
Websphere MQ
TIBCO-EMS
TIBCO ActiveMatrix Business Works
TIBCO - BusinessConnect
Adobe LiveCycle (Forms, PDF Generator,
Output, ReaderExtension)
Microsoft .NET
Oracle
DB2
SQL Server

Domain

Category
Content Management

Tool/Technology
Filenet P8
OMNIRim

Document/Image Capture

Filenet Capture
Kofax
Adobe LiveCycle
Cognos
Crystal Reports
Informatica

Business Intelligence

Application
Development

Extract Transform Load
(ETL)
Enterprise Application
Integration
Configuration/Version
Management
Requirements
Design Tools
Development Tools

Testing

Software Frameworks

End User

Problem/Incident
Management
Project Management
Operating System
Browser
Office Suite
Application Deployment
Automation
Application Deployment
Automation
(Infrastructure)

TIBCO
Dimensions
SCLM
Rational Requisite Pro
Erwin data modeler
Rational Software Architect
IBM Rational Application Developer
Visual Studio .NET
TIBCO Business Studio
TIBCO Designer (Business Works)
FileNet Workplace
FileNet BPF/BPF Explorer
FileNet eForms
Adobe LifeCycle Designer/Workbench
TOAD
Advanced Query Tool (AQT)
HP's Performance Center 9.5x
HP Quality Center
Quick Test Pro
JEE5 or higher
JSF
EJB3.0
JPA
.NET
Remedy/ITSM-7
Clarity
MS Win 7
MS XP SP3
Internet Explorer
Firefox
MS Office
Zen Imaging
VMWare ThinApp
App-V 4.6 (Microsoft)
VMWare View (Virt Desk
Vsphere 4.1 / Esxi

Domain

Operations
Management

Category
Other Desktop Apps

Email Systems
Anti Virus Solution
Monitoring

Enterprise Storage

Job scheduler
File Transfer
Security

.

Tool/Technology
Visio
Adobe Reader
.NET
Java
Groupwise
SEP
Tivoli
Tivoli Websphere
Compuware - Application Vantage
Compuware – Server Vantage
IBM XIV
HP Storageworks EVA
EMC Celera
BMC EM
Connect Direct
sftp
Novell iChain
Novell Identity Vault
Novell eDirectory
IBM Directory Server

Attachment O
Vendors Fixed Price Cost Quote ;
(Expand the number or rows in this table to identify all STS items in your bid.)
Resource
Project
(Name)
STS Job Title
Hours
STS Rate
Discount Rate
Project Staff:

Total
Discounted Cost

Subtotal Staff
Cost
COTS
Software
Licensing Cost:
(Provide a detailed
breakdown of
licenses required)

STS Product
Number

Quantity

STS Rate

Discount Rate

Total
Discounted Cost

Subtotal
Software Cost
Total Fixed
Price Cost

The vendor must detail the software maintenance licenses necessary to support the DGS licenses that are
proposing for the system solution (see Attachment F). ODJFS will purchase these maintenance licenses
separate and apart from this DGS installation contract. The maintenance costs identified in the following
table will not be a component of the bid cost for scoring purposes and are only required for reference to
give ODJFS an idea of future software support costs.

1

Annual Software Maintenance Cost (Estimated):
(Expand the number or rows in this table to identify all estimated maintenance license.)
The following Quote For The Annual Software Maintenance Cost Is For Reference Only And Will Not
Be Scored For Vendor Selection. These Software Maintenance Agreements Will Be Purchased
Separately by ODJFS and are not a part of this contract procurement.
Annual
Software
Maintenance Cost:
(List Software
Licenses Requiring
A Maintenance
STS Product
Total
License)
Number
Quantity
STS Rate
Discount Rate Discounted Cost

Total Annual Maintenance Cost

2

